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Activity 3: Force Pairs and Systems 
 
 

 
Dancers create and rely on lots of different forces.  

Which ones are at play here? 
 
 

Introduction 
 

When dancers and choreographers use the term “shared weight,” they are talking 
about two or more dancers combining part or all of their masses. In other words, they 
are pushing, pulling, supporting, lifting or counterbalancing. In Force Pairs, students 
work with shared weight in guided, safe ways, and consider some of the forces at play 
and work with the concept of center of mass. Students use their understanding and 
experience with forces to collaboratively create short shared-weight movement studies.  
 
The connections of these activities to STEM go beyond forces. As we worked more and 
more on DanceScienceFest, we recognized how the choreographic process in dance is 
very much like the design process in engineering. Choreographers and engineers work 

Level: Grades 3-8 
 
Materials: safe space with 
reasonable floor surface 
for lying and sitting 
 
Physics concepts: gravity, 
forces, center of mass, 
structure, stability 
 
Dance concepts: contact, 
core support, pair and 
group work 
 
Crosscutting concepts: 
Systems and system 
models, Cause and effect 
 
Practices: 
Problem solving, 
engineering design 
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collaboratively to solve a problem and use fundamental principles. While many 
classrooms use activities like building a model of a bridge to introduce engineering 
fundamentals, we see creating movement as being applicable in rich ways. Designing a 
simple movement phrase is a problem that has multiple answers, and each answer has 
its own purpose, benefit, and cost.  
 
Contact Improvisation is a partner dance form based on the physical principles of touch, 
momentum, shared weight, and most quintessentially, following a shared point of contact. 
Founded in 1972 by Steve Paxton, it was a fusion of modern dancer and his studies in the martial 
art form Aikido. Steve developed Contact Improv through explorations with his students and 
colleagues at the time. This dance practice explores the skills of falling, rolling, counterbalance, 
lifting using minimal effort, how to make ourselves light when being lifted, centering and 
breathing techniques, and responsiveness to our partners and surroundings. We will use 
simplified elements from Contact Improvisation and trust exercises to introduce students (and 
their teachers!) to how we can work collaboratively with movement.	

 
Warm-up and an Introduction to Center of Mass (CM)  
 
In the following exercises, movement explorations are peppered with questions to get 
students thinking. 
 
• Students spread out with enough space in the room that no one can reach each 

other with hands outstretched.  Students stand with legs wider than hips. “Where 
do you think your center of mass is?” The teacher might lead some discussion about 
what “center of mass” (CM) means and how we could find it.  It’s an average 
location of all of the other mass in your body, but this location can change as we 
bend, twist, or otherwise shift our weight. “In 8 slow beats slowly and smoothly 
lower yourself to the floor. Now where is your center? Rise slowly in 8 beats.” On 
beat 4 or 5 have them freeze. “Now where is your center?” What do you need to do 
in order to get to the floor without falling down? Answer might include “push into 
the floor,” “use my legs,” and “use my core.” 
 

• Now rise to the highest you can in four slow beats. (Play drum, clap, or use music.  
“Slow” beats can vary in speed; a rule of thumb is to make it somewhat slower than 
your heart rate). “Where’s your center now?” 
 

• If time allows, have students alternate between low and high with progressively 
fewer counts. Starting lying on the floor, 8 up and 8 down, then 6 up and 6 down, 
then 4 and 4, 2 and 2, and 1 and 1. Remind them to move smoothly and never stop. 
Ask if what they discovered about how to change positions smoothly. Possible 
answers: use different feet and leg positions, widen your stance, and keep 
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breathing. 
 

• “Imagine the path your center of mass traced in the space while going up and 
down. Can you trace it in the air?”  
 

• Balance on one leg. Play with how high you can lift the other leg. Where is your CM 
in that position? What do you have to do to balance with one leg high? Discuss this: 
Words such as opposition or counter-balance might come up, as well as core 
support, leaning the opposite direction, etc.  
 

• Play with having your weight on hands and feet at the same time. Place the pelvis 
higher up (as in the Downward Facing Dog yoga position), or lower down. Where’s 
your CM now?  

 
In some of these positions the body’s center may be outside the actual body. In this picture, the 

theoretical center will be a point in space between the shoulders and knees. 
 

Pairing up: Systems, Balance, and Center of Mass 
 

In the following trust exercises, students support the weight of partners. They begin 
modestly, with one student leaning, and progress to more shared, full-body weight. 
Throughout the exercises, encourage students to keep focus on the legs and the core. 
The first instinct often is to bend the arms to control weight. Like dancers, students 
need to learn to focus on the stronger muscles: the legs and the core. 
 
• “Trust Exercise” #1: In pairs, person X stands straight, but not stiff – they should 

have control over their own stance and position in order to stay upright. Person Y 
stands behind partner. Y places hands on partner’s upper back (around the shoulder 
blades). X slightly leans into Y’s hands. Y let’s partner lean back into a stable 
position, but with a definite weight bearing taking place. 
The key: Person Y bends legs to take the weight, not the arms. Why use legs more 
than arms when taking someone else’s weight? Discuss. In addition, both people 
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stay firm in the body but not rigid. “Firm” 
means different things to different movement 
activities, such as boxing and ballet. In the 
context of this exercise, participants should 
hold a position by being active, rather than 
passive. This is a good discussion to bring up: 
How can you be “active” and remain still at the 
same time? In what other examples is this 
important? Switch positions. Repeat. If time 
allows and students are ready, let the partner 
fall (or lean) different directions: sideways, front, diagonally. 
 

• “Trust Exercise” #2:  X and Y stand close, about a foot apart. Grasp hands firmly. 
Lean away. Remember: keep arms extended. Send centers away from your partner, 
and bend legs. Big Hint: partners person sends their hips away from each other 
After both are done, ask, “Where is the CM of these ‘force pairs’?” Discuss. 

 
Extensions and other examples of Force Pairs 
 
How are these individuals able to work as pairs to lift up their bodies in ways that they 
can’t with only one person?  Where is the CM of each pair? How does that compare 
with the CMs of either individual?  What forces are acting on them, and how are they 
remaining upright? 

    
A collection of force pairs 

 
Where is the CM of this pair?  What forces are at play in this system, and how are they 
staying upright?  What changes would cause them to fall down or otherwise change this 
system? 
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Another way for a system to stay upright. 

 

   
Systems Design: Multiple Bodies in Balance 
 

Now that we’ve worked in pairs to balance forces, we can extend these ideas to more 
complicated systems. The solar system is one example of a system with multiple objects 
all influencing one another; even the Sun, Moon, and Earth all interact with one another 
as a stable system. We’ll extend what we’ve learned about balancing two bodies to 
systems of four or six bodies. 

   
These pairs of dancers are rehearsing and helping to choreograph the performance, “A Body in 

Motion.” Where is the CM for this pair of dancers?  What are the forces at play? The 
counterbalance on the right is from Peggy Gaither’s dance “A Delicate Balance.” 
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• Organize pairs so that they team up into groups of four. Each of these pairs has an 

idea about how to balance the pair; and these ideas can be shared. How do we take 
these ideas to balance four people in a single system? 
 

• Have groups investigate possibilities of how to incorporate all four bodies into a 
stable structure. (It is important to consider safety, both physical and emotional.  
Monitor groups to make sure everyone is working carefully and with commitment.) 
 

• After allowing groups to invent their structures, give each group a chance to 
demonstrate their system to the rest of the class, one at a time. 
 

• (Possible extension: Groups of four can be combined or reorganized into groups of 
six or eight.  Work together to construct new systems, and demonstrate these to the 
rest of the class.) 

 
Discuss: How many different structures were possible? Where do these ideas come 
from? How do we make them work? What do the different structures have in common? 
What considerations do we need to be aware of? (For example, where is the CM in 
these structures?) 
 

 
These dancers rehearse a piece in which three bodies make up the system. What 
forces are at play here? Where is the center of mass of the system in this case? 
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Final Design and Engineering Challenge: The Paper Machine  
 

This extension of Activity I: Air Aquarium allows students to engineer a machine that 
builds off the passing exercise. This is an optional activity that depends on time, space, 
and numbers of students. It emulates the engineering design process and challenges a 
class of students to work together. 
 
• Return to duets from Air Aquarium involving moving with paper phrases and the 

passes. Each group finds another group. The new bigger group now has twice as 
many ways of moving with paper and passing. Using this material, devise – actually, 
it’s time to use the word choreograph – a Paper Machine sequence. This is a 
sequence that passes papers from one person through all the group members to 
the last person. 
 

• Things to consider: How can everyone be involved? What should dancers do during 
moments when they are not passing paper or don’t even have paper in their hands? 
For example, can the pass or travel sequence be done without paper? Hint: it needs 
to be adapted somehow. Consider transitions. Practice and show. Discuss. What did 
you like about your machine? What challenged you? What did you learn? 
 

• Ask, “Are Paper Machine dances examples of choreography? Why or why not?” 
Compile evidence and arguments on the board. Are Paper Machine dances 
examples of engineering? Again, explore ideas and collect arguments on the board.  
(See webpage for other examples and arguments for choreography as engineering.) 

 
Discussion Questions  
For general concluding discussion of forces and systems, or for earlier at each activity, 
as appropriate: 
• Counter-balance, space, forces, and opposition (equal and opposite reaction): What 

is the relationship between forces in any system?  For two bodies, four bodies, etc.?   
• Center of Mass: How far can you lean before you fall? What do you use to keep up?  

How does this change when you increase the number of people involved from one 
to two to four, etc.? 

• When you move from a position on the floor to standing, what makes it possible for 
you to get up? What do you push on? What pushes on you? How are these related?  
Where does your CM go as you move upwards? Where can it not go? Why not?  

• You can also consider something as mundane as sitting in a chair.  If you are sitting 
back in a chair, what do you do to get up? If, before you try to stand, someone 
holds their finger to your forehead so that you cannot lean forward, what happens? 
(Try it!)  In this case, the person in the chair will not be able to stand because they 
can’t lean forward to put their CM over their feet; and ultimately they need to push 
up on their CM from where their feet contact the floor. 
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• Newton’s 3rd Law is something we state in lots of familiar ways (“equal and opposite 

forces,” or “forces always come in pairs,” or something about “action and 
reaction,” etc.). Yet, we sometimes take it for granted why it’s so important and 
pervasive. When you stand up, you push down on the floor; but don’t forget the 
floor is pushing you upward. The floor does this automatically, just as every other 
paired force reacts immediately. In examples from the workshop and in the images 
above, can you identify these pairs of forces? How are they contributing to stable 
systems? 

• Can you think of a way to have the center of mass outside the body (with one 
person)? Examples might include: Widen feet, hands on floor, etc. This becomes 
more apparent as we add more people. When is this important, and what does it do 
to help (or hinder)? 

• When we “share” weight between people, what happens to the system? In other 
words, what changes when you are working with others, both in terms of the forces 
and the center of mass? 
 

Extensions of the lesson 
• We’ve played with a variety of designs and systems, ranging from finding ways for a 

single person to stand, to getting multiple people to support one another, to 
creating a dynamic machine. In what cases do you think this is choreography?  In 
what cases do you think it’s engineering? How are these similar? What makes them 
different? 

• In lots of “school science,” students build and test bridges or other structures.  This 
is meant to model a real-world problem.  In our examples, we’ve had people 
creating structures that inherently do not have a practical application.  How could 

  
Our model stick person at left shows that a person’s CM is above the seat of the chair 

when they are sitting normally. To stand up, we need to use a force from the floor, 
where our feet touch the ground.  Our CM has to shift above this point before we 

can stand up, as demonstrated by the forward-leaning stick person at right. 
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the systems of people could be more realistic as an engineering exercise? 
Considering that engineering involves problem solving, analysis of costs and 
benefits, application of scientific models, creativity, addressing real world issues and 
solutions, invention, etc., what do you think best represents a way to do 
engineering in classrooms?   

• And while we’re at it: What is engineering?  What is choreography?  As one is 
associated with the scientific world, and the other is associated with the artistic 
world, how are these practices related?  How do they contrast?  What do they draw 
from and learn from one another? 

 
Further Study 
• We’ve suggested a few basic choreograph/design tasks, the Force Pair systems and 

the Paper Machine.  What other tasks does this inspire?  How do you go about 
designing them? 

• The systems that are made stable in this activity usually require each person to be 
“firm” but not “rigid.” What does this mean? Why is this important? You could 
investigate other systems where this is important, such as in the design of 
skyscrapers to deal with wind or earthquakes, the structure of an airplane wing, or 
even our own skeletal structures.  What can we learn from these other designs? 

• In many of these systems, we considered where the Center of Mass (CM) is in order 
to understand the balance of that system. Interestingly, there are some systems that 
can be turned in different manners and the CM would still be directly above some 
kind of force that holds the object upright. For example, you could balance a broom 
on the palm of your hand, either with your hand on the sweeping end of the broom 
(handle sticking up), or with your hand on the end of the handle (sweeping end 
sticking up).  It seems backwards, but it’s actually easier to balance the broom when 
there is more mass higher up, with the sweeping side of the broom high.  This 
seems backwards and even treacherous.  So, try it!  What else can you balance this 
way? (Golf club, baseball bat, xylophone mallet.)  You could investigate why this 
balancing is easier, show where there are good applications of this, and find ways to 
explain this. 

 
Science at Play 
As we developed the ideas that went into our performance and workshops, we realized 
that it’s helpful to point out and clarify some scientific principles that we see in action.  
(Take a look at http://dancesciencefest.org/guide/ for an example of these.) Some 
things that have come to mind as we’ve worked with Force Pairs: 
• Forces always come in pairs.  This is part of Newton’s 3rd Law: For every force that 

one object exerts on a second object, the second object exerts an equal amount of 
force on the first object, but in the opposite direction.  We usually reduce this to 
something about “action” and “reaction,” although that doesn’t describe all the 
details. What’s interesting about these paired forces is that they always come in 
pairs and they always act simultaneously, no matter what.  So, Earth pulls on the 
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Moon and the Moon automatically pulls on Earth; you sit on a chair and the chair 
pushes up on you; a piece of paper pushes on air it’s moving through and the air 
pushes back on the piece of paper. This is even at play for things as simple as 
walking: Your feet push backwards on the ground so that the ground will push you 
forward.  We know how to use this rule in walking, dancing, etc., even if we haven’t 
thought about the rule itself. 

• As we created structures with 2, 4, 6, or more people, we were working with a 
system in which each piece was important. In science, systems are important, 
whether a system of organs in the body, a collection of biological and geological 
features in an ecosystem, or a combination of forces acting together. In many way, 
considering these systems of forces are some of the most simple, and they apply 
directly to other systems that share forces, such as our own solar system – which, 
incidentally, has an identifiable center of mass very near the center of the Sun. 
Considering systems of forces may be a good way to start to think about other 
systems where the relationships may be more complex or more nuanced, such as 
how all the species in Yellowstone National Park have been influenced when wolves 
left the park, and again when wolves were reintroduced. 

 

 
 
Teacher Reflection:  

1) When students are demonstrating their experiments with motion (both dance 
and physics), they are performing and watching each other. What does this 
public, communicative dynamic introduce to the education process?  

2) What role has communication played in learning in today’s activities? How are 
(or how might) the communication aspect of these activities be incorporated into 
you teaching science?  How can what you’ve done cross into other disciplines? 
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Teacher Notes 
 


